ETIHAD- The MUN Society, JDMC

The Diamond Jubilee of the college witnessed the formation of the Model United Nations
Society: ETIHAD. The idea was proposed by Diksha Jain, Kumari Khushboo and Jyoti Kumari
of B.Com (H) IIIrd year. The society derives its name from the Arabic word 'Ittihad' meaning
united and together. Etihad aims at training the students to take on the roles of delegates,
speakers, and chairs, representing different countries and work in tandem with other students
from diverse backgrounds to participate in discussions and reach a solution for the agenda they
are assigned.

MAJLIS- The Inter-College MUN

Etihad- The MUN Society of JDMC organised its first ever two days inter-college Model United
Nations Conference “Majlis” on February 27-28, 2021.
The simulation of UNHRC(United Nations Human Right Council) and AIPPM(All India
Political Party Meet) was announced open on both days respectively by the General Secretary,
Ms. Yashkirti.
On the first day, the UNHRC conference was organised under the agenda: Deliberating upon the
covid-19 induced global food security crisis. The event was embarked by the opening speech
from the chief guest Prof. Swaran Singh, the President of the Association of Asian Scholars and
General Secretary of the India Congress of Asian and Pacific Services.The committee was
chaired by Mr. Archit Malhotra as Chairperson and Ms. Riddhima Singh as Vice-Chairperson.
Students from various colleges deliberated and debated over the issue to achieve the fruitful
solutions and final conclusions. The committee witnessed a total of 42 delegates.
On the second day, the AIPPM simulation was established under the agenda, Analysis of
Atma-Nirbhar Bharat Schemes. The chief guests for this committee were IAS Naveen Chandra
and IAS Sumedha Kataria. IAS Naveen Chandra is an Officer on special duty to Govt of West
Bengal at IAS(Government of India) and IAS Sumedha Kataria is a retired IAS Officer from
Haryana.The committee was chaired by Mr. Aman Yadav as moderator and Mr. Naman Jain as
deputy moderator. The committee witnessed a total of 38 active participants.
These committee sessions paved the way to some harsh insights and palpated the needs of the
reality. Students were given a proper training session before the event. As a result, Etihad
witnessed active participation from all the delegates. International Press also had a great
significance on the event as all the minutes of the sessions and lessons were recorded by them
and have been published in the ETIHAD’s Newsletter. After a head-to-head conference, final
results were announced on 28th February, 2021 during the closing ceremony. In the UNHRC
committee, Pranit Sabharwal(delegate of Chile) won the title of Best Delegate while in the
AIPPM committee, Soham Ahuja( representative of Shri. Mulayam Singh) won the title of Best
Representative. Other titles such as High Commendation, Special mention, Verbal mentions
were also given in both the Committees. Respective cash prizes were given to the winners.
The last day of the event concluded with the closing speech from the esteemed Principal, Prof.
Swati Pal.

ENTENTE: The Intra-College MUN

Etihad- The MUN Society of JDMC organised a two days Intra-College Model United Nations
Conference, Entente on January 29-30, 2021. The simulation of AIPPM(All India Political Party
Meet) and UNCSW(United Nations Commission on the Status of Women) was organized on
both days respectively.
On the first day, the AIPPM conference was simulated under the agenda: Discussion on freedom
of speech and expression with special emphasis on sedition and UAPA and NSA. The committee
was chaired by Mr. Naman Jain as moderator and Shivam Gupta as deputy moderator. The basic

idea behind simulating the AIPPM committee was to expose students to the environment of
policy-making, politics and government functioning. Students deliberated over the issue with an
open-mind and agreed to disagree on certain topics to reach the final solutions. The committee
witnessed a total of 32 delegates.
On the second day, the UNCSW simulation was established under the agenda “Women’s
political, economic and social standing with special emphasis on COVID 19”.The committee
was chaired by Saksham Singh as a chairperson and Zaheena Naqvi as a vice chairperson. The
basic idea behind simulating UNCSW committee was to sensitize delegates to the hardships and
sufferings faced by women especially during COVID-19 not just in kind but also in degree.The
committee witnessed a total of 35 active participants. Students were eager to speak and raise
their motions and opinions to drive the flow of the committee in the right direction and come as
better leaders.
These committee sessions graveled the way to some harsh insights and stroked the dark-sides of
reality. Students were given a proper training session before the event by the Research and
Training team of Etihad. As a result, Etihad witnessed active participation from all the delegates.
After a war of words in these conferences, final results were announced on 30th January, 2021
during the closing ceremony. In the AIPPM, Divya Garg (representative of Mr. Arvind Kejriwal)
won the title of Best Representative while in the UNCSW committee, Rajasi (delegate of New
Zealand) won the title of Best Delegate. Other titles such as High Commendation, Special
mention, Verbal mentions were also given in both the Committees.
A Feedback session was held where students were delighted to inform that they were happy with
the smooth functioning of the conference and the study material provided. The enlightened
minds were excited to participate in further MUN’s and deliver their best speeches. Personal
feedback was also given to the students to help them understand where they lacked and emerge
as better leaders in the further MUNs.
The two days conference was came to and end with the closing speech from the Principal, Prof.
Swati Pal.
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